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‘From little things,
 big things grow …’   

CLIMATE

CHAMPIONS

he seed of an idea sown two years 

ago by The Observatory’s Chris and 

Trish Denny has fl ourished from a 

desire to mark Port Macquarie as a 

top destination for ethical travellers who sup-

port sustainable tourism … into a tangible green 

outcome in the form of a new mini-forest of 

400 native trees that will regenerate a beachside 

location ravaged by rising seas.

Last month an army of green gardeners – 

Observatory management and staff assisted 

by Landcare and Westport High volunteers 

– planted the saplings at Rocky Beach, close 

to the hotel. Costs, including for trees, mulch 

and hiring a bobcat and post-hole digger, were 

underwritten by The Observatory – and contrib-

uted to by its guests.

Observatory guests may choose to pay a 

premium to stay in an O-Zone guestroom and 

enjoy special eco treats and also give back to 

the local environment: carbon emissions attrib-

utable to their stay are offset and guests have a 

tree planted in their name, with a certifi cate as 

a memento. The O-Zone package, launched a 

year ago, has become a popular add-on.

“In recent months we’ve tripled bookings 

of our environmentally-themed rooms, and we 

expect this trend to continue as an emerging 

segment of ethically-minded travellers 

expands,” Chris Denny notes. “We’ll be adding 

hundreds of trees every year, with staff from The 

Observatory volunteering to plant the saplings 

on behalf of O-Zone guests.

“It’s terrifi c to see growing numbers of visitors 

eager to get involved in this scheme and soften 

their carbon footprint while still enjoying the 

wonderful natural attractions we have to offer 

here. Returning guests will have the pleasure 

of seeing the direct impact of their contribution 

along the coastal walk, which starts virtually on 

our doorstep.

“We encourage everyone to experience the 

walk, and O-Zone guests have complimentary 

backpacks, fruit, drinks and snacks to see them 

on their way. Many take a lunch break and tour 

at Sea Acres before continuing on to Lighthouse 

Beach.”

The O-Zone package is part of The Observa-

tory’s Green Future Program, which will see the 

hotel soon become entirely carbon-neutral.
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